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Join us for a fun filled, completely hands on and wildly educational seven
day timber framing workshop in Murray, Kentucky June 1 thru 8, 2012!
Our workshops are totally hands on and you will be laying out, cutting and
assembling timber on real homes- no small examples or “mockups” here.
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The pace is relaxed and fun yet amazingly productive and efficient.
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Each workshop includes three meals a day, camp accommodations,
bathing facilities and everyone is encouraged to stay onsite.
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So come and join us for a week
of serious fun and learning you won’t forget!
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“Very excellent class, met my expectations
thoroughly and beyond” Ian P., Alabama
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“Turned a pile of timbers into a very substantial
and attractive shelter, WOW!!” Dennis S., Michigan
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“Excellent instruction, Charles went above and beyond
to make it a great experience.” Randy H., North Carolina
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“Gave me the confidence and knowledge
to tackle my own project” John C., Missouri
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Just call Charles Judd at 865-435-4616 or email blueherontw@aol.com
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